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Abstract

Background: Blindness is one of the most common problems in the world. Investigations tell us that, annually, millions of child experience such these events and 25 percent of them end to a very serious complications. Also, 10,000 eyes get lost because of it’s terrible effects, each year whereas, best surgeons, can not do any thing about it and indeed it cost so expensive. So controlling this kinds of events and it’s complications, are so important step in community health services.

Material and Methods: This is a review article. The in formation is based on searching in library, and associated researches.

Results: The most common causes of blindness is trauma. The important kinds of ocular trauma are foreign body in the eye, contusions (sharp and blunt) which cause evisceration or enucleation, hyphima and burns. As you know, one of the most important duty of nurses or any car givers for doing first aid is to know some factors about these events like the diagnosis of trauma, their causes (by historical assessment) and their priorities. Therefore it seems, it should be so important to promote our knowledge about these events and controlling their complications and educate other caregiver about it.
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